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Symbolic Transformational Supervisor Synthesis

Abstract

In this research, an algorithm for a transformational supervisor synthesis (TSS) is implemented and tested
on its computational effort. The algorithm can replace the current supervisor synthesis method (data-
based synthesis in CIF) if adaptations to existing models are made. Nowadays the data-based synthesis
in CIF has to be performed to come up with the new supervisor of the adapted model. With the TSS
algorithm, the old synthesis result and the adaptations will be used to come up with the supervisor of
the adapted model. The goal of the TSS algorithm is to reduce computational effort compared to a new
data-based synthesis. The TSS algorithm is devised in a recent research, where an iterative and grouped
method are explained. To implement the algorithm, it has to be converted to a symbolic/binary decision
diagram (BDD)-based synthesis algorithm as is used in data-based synthesis. The way to implement
the model delta (the difference between a base and variant model, location-based or state-based input)
is an important consideration that is discussed. With translating this algorithm, two improvements are
made on the algorithm to further decrease computational effort and two mistakes in the algorithm are
found and corrected. After the implementation of the algorithm, the computational effort is measured
based on peak used BDD nodes and BDD operation count. These metrics are discussed in recent studies.
The computational effort of the transformational supervisor synthesis is compared to the effort of a new
data-based synthesis.
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Symbolic Transformational Supervisor Synthesis Introduction

1 Introduction

Supervisory control theory (SCT) is a model-based approach to control discrete-event systems (DES).
Examples of these systems are manufacturing systems, traffic systems, database management systems,
communication protocols and logistic (service) systems [1]. A supervisor, that can automatically be
synthesized, restricts the behavior of a plant (a model that defines all possible system behavior) by given
requirements (a model that defines what behavior is allowed) [2]. The synchronous product between
the plant automaton and supervisor has to be reachable, coreachable, controllable and maximally per-
missive. A model is reachable if all states can be reached from the initial state(s), is coreachable if
a marked state can be reached from all states, is controllable if uncontrollable events are not stopped
to occur, and is maximally permissive if events that do not strictly need to be disallowed are not disabled.

The industrial acceptance of SCT is scarce due to computational complexity of synthesis. The exponen-
tial state-space explosion that occurs is a limiting factor [3]. To deal with this problem, the plants and
requirements are represented by Extended Finite Automata (EFAs) that are symbolically expressed by
binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [4]. The BDD nodes required to represent the system during synthesis
determine the synthesis effort, and this number is largely dependent on the variable order and event
order [5] [2]. SCT is not used in industry a lot, but the supervisory controllers are developed manually.
If systems change, it can be error-prone and time consuming to develop the new supervisory controllers
by hand. Therefore the SCT would help out. [6]

In this research, the situation as sketched in Figure 1.1 is considered; For a particular specification
of plant and requirements (base model), a supervisor has been synthesized. After some time, a new
supervisor is needed because an adaptation to the specification is made. Nowadays a completely new
supervisor synthesis on the adapted model (variant model) is needed to get the new supervisor. In
recent research, it is shown that sometimes the base model and its synthesis results can be reused in
order to more efficiently synthesize a new supervisor with its desired properties [7]. If the base model
and its synthesis result are reused, a model delta that describes the adaptations made between the base
and variant model is needed. For simplicity reasons, Finite State Automata instead of Extended Finite
Automata are used in this research and forbidden states are omitted.

Figure 1.1: Schematic overview synthesis for evolving system. [7]

The reason why this transformational approach can lead to a more efficient synthesis is because for some
adaptations a complete new synthesis is not needed. Also in cases where a new synthesis is needed, the
method might still be more efficient. A simple example; If a supervisor state becomes a marked state, a
new synthesis is not needed since the resulting supervisor controller will be the same. Another example;
If a transition from a supervisor state to a supervisor state is added, a new synthesis is not needed since
the resulting supervisor states will not change. Adaptations that are considered for this transformational
supervisor synthesis (TSS) are:

• Added or removed marked property to/from an existing state;

• Added or removed initial property to/from an existing state;

• Added or removed transition;

• Added or removed state;

Eindhoven University of Technology 1
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• Added or removed (controllable or uncontrollable) event;

The research questions that will be answered in this report are:

1. How can the transformational supervisor synthesis algorithm be implemented in the data-based
synthesis algorithm?

2. How can the implementation of the TSS algorithm be verified?

3. How can the efficiency of the TSS algorithm be measured?

4. Is the implemented TSS algorithm more efficient than performing a brand new supervisor synthesis?
Is it possible to predict when the implemented TSS algorithm is more efficient?

The focus in this research is on implementing the transformational supervisor synthesis algorithm as
discussed in [7] and on the computational effort of this algorithm. First, the TSS algorithm is explained
in Chapter 2. In this chapter also some modifications to the TSS algorithm are discussed. To implement
the algorithm, it has to be translated to a symbolic (BDD-based) synthesis algorithm in CIF and some
implementation-options are examined (the implementation of the model delta for example). This is
discussed in Chapter 3 where research question 1 will be answered. Then research question 2 will be
answered in Chapter 4 where the sub-algorithms for the different adaptations and the iterative and
grouped method for TSS are verified. At last, the way of measuring the computational effort (using peak
used BDD nodes and BDD operation count) and the tests are discussed in Chapter 5 [2]. Here research
questions 3 and 4 will be answered.

Eindhoven University of Technology 2
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2 Transformational supervisor synthesis algorithms

The transformational supervisor synthesis algorithm consists of multiple sub-algorithms for the different
types of atomic adaptations as mentioned in Chapter 1. This TSS algorithm is explained in [7]. These
algorithms use the Backward Reachable Search (BRS) and Forward Reachable Search (FRS) algorithms
of the supervisor synthesis algorithm, therefore these algorithms are explained first in Section 2.1. After
this, the model delta is explained in Section 2.2. In this research, it is found that there are some fatal
errors in the TSS algorithm in [7] and that there can be made some changes to make the algorithm
more efficient. These modifications to the given sub-algorithms are discussed in Section 2.3. Thereafter,
two ways of using this transformational supervisor synthesis algorithm (iterative or grouped TSS) are
explained in Section 2.4. In this research, a modification to the grouped TSS algorithm is made to make
it more efficient. This modification is discussed in Section 2.5.

2.1 Supervisor synthesis algorithm

The supervisor synthesis algorithm consists of a Backward Reachable Search (BRS) and a Forwards
Reachable Search (FRS) [8]. For a supervisor synthesis, first the synchronous product of the automata is
calculated. Then a BRS is performed, starting from the marked states. This results in a set of nonblock-
ing states that are coreachable and a set of bad states that are non-coreachable or have a sequence of
uncontrollable transitions to a non-coreachable state. The bad states are then removed from the total set
of states X, this can induce other states to become non-coreachable so the BRS repeats until no further
states get removed. The resulting set of states is defined as good states G. To generate a supervisor
that is reachable, a FRS is performed, starting from the initial states. The resulting set of states is
defined as supervisor states Y. These supervisor states, together with the alphabet, transitions between
the states in Y, the initial states in Y and the marked states in Y define the supervisor automaton S.
The algorithms are given in Appendix A.

An example of an automaton where a supervisor synthesis is performed on, is given in Figure 2.1. Of
course, all states S0 - S6 belong to the group of plant states. First a BRS is performed, with the marked
states as states from which the reachability search should be applied and the plant states as restriction
(possible resulting states). The resulting backward reachable states are S0 - S4 and S6. Because state
S4 has an uncontrollable event leading to a blocking state, it is removed from the set of good states:
S0 - S3 and S6. Then a FRS is performed, with the initial states as states from which the reachability
search should be applied and the good states as restriction. The reachable states are S0 - S2, S4 and
S5, but with the restriction, the supervisor states are: S0 - S2. These states are reachable, coreachable
and do not have uncontrollable transitions to a non-coreachable state.

S0 S1 S2

S3

S4 S5

S6

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Figure 2.1: Example of automaton for supervisor synthesis.

For efficiency reasons, the FRS is normally already performed after the first iteration of the BRS because
this already decreases the set of states. In Algorithm A.1 in Appendix A, the FRS is then performed
between line 7 and 8 (and only if k = 0) instead of in line 10. However, in this research the BRS and FRS
are performed after each other (so in line 10 of Algorithm A.1) since the good states are needed in the
algorithm for transformational supervisor synthesis. The effect of this change on three random systems
is shown in Figures 2.2 - 2.4. Details on the different systems and how the efficiency is measured are
given in Chapter 5. From the figures it can be concluded that there are no notable differences in the peak
used BDD nodes and BDD operation count. The area underneath the graphs is a metric of efficiency,
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and these results are given in Table 2.1. From this Table, it can be concluded that the difference in effort
not extremely high, so that it can be useful to keep this change if transformational supervisor synthesis
saves effort compared to a new supervisor synthesis.
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of used BDD nodes during synthesis of system B0.
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(a) FRS after the first iteration of BRS. The BDD
operations for the FRS are minimal.
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of used BDD nodes during synthesis of system D0.
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of used BDD nodes during synthesis of system E0.
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Table 2.1: Effort measure of adaptation in SS algorithm (FRS after first iteration of BRS or after all iterations
of BRS.

System
Surface area when FRS
is performed after first
iteration of BRS (normal)

Surface area when FRS
is performed after all
iterations of BRS (adapted)

Difference from
normal to adapted
algorithm (%)

B0 3.74× 108 3.52× 108 94.1
D0 1.15× 1014 1.18× 1014 102.9
E0 2.39× 1013 2.39× 1013 100.2

2.2 Model delta

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Finite State Automata (FSA) instead of Extended Finite Automata (EFA)
are used in this research. Therefore, variables and guards are not considered. This assumption is made
because EFA can be written to FSA. If a transition can only occur if the guard is satisfied, this will
just affect the amount of states of the synchronous product as is visualized in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.
The synchronous product of automata A1 and A2 is defined as: A1||A2 = (X1×X2,Σ1∪ Σ2,−→A1||A2

, X0,1×X0,2, Xm,1×Xm,2), where −→A1||A2
is constructed by: [7]

((xor ,1, xor ,2), σ, (xtar ,1, xtar ,2)) ∈−→A1||A2

if σ ∈ Σ1 ∩ Σ2, xor ,1
σ−−→1xtar ,1, xor ,2

σ−−→2xtar ,2

((xor ,1, x2), σ, (xtar ,1, x2)) ∈−→A1||A2

if σ ∈ Σ1 \ Σ2, xor ,1
σ−−→1xtar ,1

((x1, xor ,2), σ, (x1, xtar ,2)) ∈−→A1||A2

if σ ∈ Σ2 \ Σ1, xor ,2
σ−−→2xtar ,2

(2.1)

S0

x = 0

S1

when x < 2
a

do x := x + 1

when x > 0
b

do x := x− 1

when x > 0
b

do x := x− 1

when x < 2
a

do x := x + 1

Figure 2.5: An example of an EFA.

S0,0 S1,1 S1,2

a a

bb

Figure 2.6: FSA of EFA in Fig-
ure 2.5.

A Finite State Automaton is defined as 5-tuple: A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), where X is the finite set of
states, of which X0 ⊆ X is the set of initial states and Xm ⊆ X is the set of marked states. Σ is the finite
set of events, also called the alphabet, which is partitioned into sets of controllable and uncontrollable
events, respectively Σc and Σu. Σ∗ denotes all possible finite strings of events in Σ. −→ is the finite set
of transitions, a transition is a 3-tuple: (xor , σ, xtar ), where xor and xtar denote the origin and target
state and σ is an event in Σ. [7]

As explained before, the model delta describes the modification from base model X to variant model X ′.
Since a Finite State Automaton can be described as 5-tuple, the model delta is a 10-tuple: ∆A→A′ =
(X+, X−, Σ+, Σ−, −→+, −→−, X+

0 , X
−
0 , X

+
m, X

−
m), which for each of the sets of the 5-tuple definition

of automaton A, defines the added (+) and removed (−) elements of that set. Σ+ is partitioned into sets
of controllable and uncontrollable events that are added or removed, but Σ− is not partitioned since for
existing events the controllability is already known. [7] If the controllability of an event is changed, the
old event and its transitions have to be removed, and the new event (with new controllability status)
and its transitions have to be added again.
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In [7] it is said that the model delta has some restrictions:

• All removed elements within the model delta, must exist in the base model: X− ⊆ X,Σ− ⊆ Σ, ...

• All added elements within the model delta, must not yet exist in the base model: X+ ∩ X =
∅,Σ+ ∩ Σ = ∅, ...

• Elements can not simultaneously be added and removed X− ∩X+ = ∅,Σ− ∩ Σ+ = ∅, ...

• The initial and marked states of the variant model must exist in its state set: X ′0 ⊆ X ′, X ′m ⊆ X ′

• Transitions must go to-and-from states, by defined events: −→⊆ X ′ × Σ′ ×X ′

These restrictions prevent useless inputs, for example remove an initial state that is not an initial state
in the base model.

2.3 Modifications to TSS sub-algorithms

Two TSS algorithms, as given in [7], are changed. First, the algorithm for an added transition is dis-
cussed. In this algorithm, three changes are made. Two changes are needed so that the algorithm works
correctly, and another change is applied to make the algorithm more efficient. Then the algorithm for an
added marked property is discussed, where one change is applied to make the algorithm more efficient.
The TSS algorithms that are not modified can be found in Appendix B.

TSS algorithm for added transition
The TSS algorithm for an added transition, as given in [7], is given in Algorithm 2.1.

Algorithm 2.1 Transformational supervisor synthesis for added transition (TSSAT)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, added transition (xor, σ, xtar)

Output: Variant supervisor S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m), good states G′

1: switch (xor, σ, xtar) do
2: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ Y do
3: S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}, Y0, Ym)
4: G′ = G
5: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ G \ Y do
6: Y ′ = FRS (G,Σ,−→ ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}, Y )
7: S′ = (Y ′,Σ, (−→ ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}) ∩ (Y ′×Σ×Y ′), X0 ∩ Y ′, Xm ∩ Y ′)
8: G′ = G
9: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ X \G ∧ σ ∈ Σu do

10: (S′, G′) = SS ((G,Σ,−→ ∩((G\{xor})×Σ×G), X0 ∩G\{xor}, Xm∩G\{xor}))
11: case (xor ∈X \G ∧ xtar ∈Y ) ∨ (xor ∈X \Y ∧ xtar ∈G \Y )
12: (S′′,G′)=SS ((X,Σ,−→∪{(xor, σ, xtar)},Y ∪X0,Y ∪Xm))
13: S′ = (Y ′′,Σ,−→′′S , X0 ∩ Y ′′, Xm ∩ Y ′′)
14: default do
15: S′ = S,G′ = G
16: end switch

This algorithm consists of multiple cases. First the critical changes are discussed so that the algorithm
comes up with the correct variant supervisor and good states. In this algorithm, a transition from a plant
state but not from a good state (xor ∈ X \G) and to a plant state but not to a good state (xtar ∈ X \G),
is treated in line 15 (case default). For this added transition, it is said that the supervisor states and
good states remain the same. However, it can be that if a transition is added from a state xor ∈ X \G
to a state xtar ∈ X \ G good states and supervisor states change. This is the case if the target state
of the added transition is backward reachable from the marked states, but is removed from the set of
good states because it has an uncontrollable transition to the origin state that is a blocking state. Now
if a transition is added from this blocking state to this backward reachable state, the target state and
origin state can both become good states. This fact is clarified with an example, see Figure 2.7. In
this automaton, states S0 and S1 are backward reachable, but S1 is a bad state because it has an
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uncontrollable transition to a bad state (S2). Therefore, only state S0 is a good state, and this state
is forward reachable and therefore also a supervisor state. If a transition is added from S2 to S1 (red
transition), the origin state and target state of this transition are both not part of the set of good states
of the base model. Due to this added transition, state S2 also becomes backward reachable and therefore
states S1 and S2 are good states now. Since both states are forward reachable, also the supervisor states
have changed.

S0 S1 S2

a

b

c

a

Figure 2.7: Example of an automaton. The red transition is added
in the variant model. In a SS on the base model it is
fount that state S0 is the only good state and the only
supervisor state.

To change the algorithm so that it works correctly, a case has to be added before case default. Because all
transitions have an origin and target state in X, this part can be removed from the formula. Therefore,
between lines 13 and 14 of Algorithm 2.1 the following lines are added:

13a: case xor /∈G ∧ xtar /∈G do
13b: (S′′,G′)=SS ((X,Σ,−→∪{(xor, σ, xtar)},Y ∪X0,Y ∪Xm))
13c: S′ = (Y ′′,Σ,−→′′S , X0 ∩ Y ′′, Xm ∩ Y ′′)

Now an added transition with an uncontrollable event from origin state (xor ∈ G \ Y ) to target state
(xtar ∈ X \ G) is examined. In Figure 2.8 this can be an uncontrollable event from S1 to S2. In the
algorithm, this added transition is treated in line 15 (case default), and it is said that the supervisor
states and the good states remain the same. However, if this transition is added, the origin state has an
uncontrollable transition to a blocking state so the origin state becomes a bad state (so it is not a good
state anymore).

S0 S1

S2

b

a

Figure 2.8: Example of an automaton. The red transition is added
in the variant model. In a SS on the base model it is
fount that states S0 and S1 are the good states and
that state S0 is the only supervisor state.

Because both a BRS to get the nonblocking states and a BRS to get the bad states has to be performed,
it is chosen to just apply a SS. This case is described in the following formulas:

case xor ∈ G \ Y ∧ xtar /∈ G ∧ σ ∈ Σu do
(S′, G′) = SS ((G,Σ,−→ ∩((G\{xor})×Σ×G), X0 ∩G\{xor}, Xm∩G\{xor}))

Because the required computation is the same as for the case as described in line 10 in Algorithm 2.1,
this case (xor ∈ G \ Y ∧ xtar /∈ G ∧ σ ∈ Σu) can be combined with the case in line 9 (xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈
X \G ∧ σ ∈ Σu). So line 9 in Algorithm 2.1 is changed to:

9: case xor ∈ G ∧ xtar /∈ G ∧ σ ∈ Σu do
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Now a modification in line 11 of the algorithm is explained. This case can be modified so that the
algorithm becomes more efficient. The possible transitions in the case in line 11 are visualized in Figure
2.9.

Figure 2.9: Possible added transitions visualized in the state space for the case as described in line 11 in Al-
gorithm 2.1.

In the second part of line 11: (xor ∈X \Y ∧ xtar ∈G \Y ), it is said that if there is an added transition
from a good state to a good state (e3) or from a plant state but not a good state to a good state (e2),
a supervisor synthesis has to be performed. However, an added transition from and to a good state will
not affect the resulting good states and supervisor states and thus a supervisor synthesis is not needed.
The transitions from an origin state in G \ Y to a target state in G \ Y can therefore be removed from
this case. Only if the origin state is in X and not in G and the target state is in G (e1 and e2), a
supervisor synthesis has to be performed. This is for example when there is an added transition from a
blocking state (in X and not in G) to a (non-)reachable state (in G). Therefore, the second part in line
11 is changed to: (xor ∈X \G∧ xtar ∈G). If this modification is combined with the first part in line 11,
(xor ∈X \G ∧ xtar ∈Y ), line 11 of Algorithm 2.1 is changed to:

11: case xor ∈X \G ∧ xtar ∈G do

Because all origin and target states are in X, this part can be removed from the formula:
11: case xor /∈G ∧ xtar ∈G do

As now in both cases below line 11 and 13a of the algorithm the same computation is required (supervisor
synthesis), the cases of line 11 (xor /∈G ∧ xtar ∈G) and line 13a (xor /∈G ∧ xtar /∈G) can be combined to:

11: case xor /∈G do

The changed algorithm for added transitions is given in Algorithm 2.2.

Algorithm 2.2 Updated transformational supervisor synthesis for added transition (TSSAT)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, added transition (xor, σ, xtar)

Output: Variant supervisor S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m), good states G′

1: switch (xor, σ, xtar) do
2: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ Y do
3: S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}, Y0, Ym)
4: G′ = G
5: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ G \ Y do
6: Y ′ = FRS (G,Σ,−→ ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}, Y )
7: S′ = (Y ′,Σ, (−→ ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}) ∩ (Y ′×Σ×Y ′), X0 ∩ Y ′, Xm ∩ Y ′)
8: G′ = G
9: case xor ∈ G ∧ xtar /∈ G ∧ σ ∈ Σu do

10: (S′, G′) = SS ((G,Σ,−→ ∩((G\{xor})×Σ×G), X0 ∩G\{xor}, Xm∩G\{xor}))
11: case xor /∈G do
12: (S′′,G′)=SS ((X,Σ,−→∪{(xor, σ, xtar)},Y ∪X0,Y ∪Xm))
13: S′ = (Y ′′,Σ,−→′′S , X0 ∩ Y ′′, Xm ∩ Y ′′)
14: default do
15: S′ = S,G′ = G
16: end switch
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TSS algorithm for added marked property
The TSS algorithm for an added marked property, as given in [7], is given in Algorithm 2.3.

Algorithm 2.3 Transformational supervisor synthesis for added marked property (TSSAMP)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, state with added marked property xδ ∈ X+

m

Output: Variant supervisor S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m), good states G′

1: switch xδ do
2: case xδ ∈ Y do
3: S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym ∪ {xδ})
4: G′ = G
5: default do
6: (S′′, G′) = SS ((X,Σ,−→, Y ∪X0, Y ∪Xm ∪ {xδ}))
7: S′ = (Y ′′,Σ,−→′′S , X0 ∩ Y ′′, (Xm ∪ {xδ}) ∩ Y ′′)
8: end switch

This algorithm says that if a supervisor state gets a marked property, the supervisor states Y and good
states G do not change, and if the state that gets a marked property is not a supervisor state, a new
supervisor synthesis has to be performed. However, if the state that gets a marked property is a good
state, a new supervisor synthesis does not have to be performed since this will not affect the supervisor
states or good states. Only if the state that gets a marked property is in X and not in G (so if it is a
bad state), a new supervisor synthesis has to be performed. An added marked property in G reaches
this case now, but this state should not be added to the marked states in S if the added marked state is
in G but not in Y. Lines 2 and 3 in Algorithm 2.3 are changed to:

2: case xδ ∈ G do
3: S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, (Ym ∪ {xδ}) ∩ Y )

The changed algorithm for added marked properties is given in Algorithm 2.4.

Algorithm 2.4 Updated transformational supervisor synthesis for added marked property
(TSSAMP)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, state with added marked property xδ ∈ X+

m

Output: Variant supervisor S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m), good states G′

1: switch xδ do
2: case xδ ∈ G do
3: S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, (Ym ∪ {xδ}) ∩ Y )
4: G′ = G
5: default do
6: (S′′, G′) = SS ((X,Σ,−→, Y ∪X0, Y ∪Xm ∪ {xδ}))
7: S′ = (Y ′′,Σ,−→′′S , X0 ∩ Y ′′, (Xm ∪ {xδ}) ∩ Y ′′)
8: end switch

2.4 Iterative and grouped TSS

A model delta can consist of multiple adaptations between base model and variant model. These adapt-
ations can then be performed in two different ways. First, the iterative method for TSS is explained.
This method iterates over adapted initial and marked states and single added and removed transitions
one-by-one. Before it iterates over these sub-algorithms, the added states and events are added to
the base model. After iterating over the sub-algorithms, the removed events are removed from the su-
pervisor since there are no transitions left with this event. The algorithm can be found in Appendix C. [7]

In many cases the plant behavior is given by a set of automata {P1, P2, ..., Pn}. Since the TSS algorithm
is working on the synchronous product of a system, the synchronous product of these automata is taken.
If one of the automata Pi is adapted in an atomic manner, this might result in many atomic adaptations
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in the model delta. Since a lot of these adaptations can be of the same type, some adaptations can be
considered at the same time as a group so that the SS , BRS and FRS algorithms are not repeatedly
being called. Therefore, in a grouped TSS, the model delta is partitioned into sets ∆× and ∆◦. Here
∆× represents the atomic adaptations that indirectly require the SS , BRS or FRS algorithms. ∆◦

represents all other atomic adaptations outside ∆× (so the atomic adaptations that do not require
computation). When performing a grouped TSS, first all adaptations in ∆◦ are applied iteratively, as
the supervisor can directly be computed without performing any reachability searches. These adaptations
are applied iteratively because it is known that there are no searches needed for these adaptations. If
these adaptations would also be applied as a group, a group of BDDs has to be made first which increases
the computational effort. After applying the adaptations in ∆◦, ∆× is partitioned into sets of atomic
adaptations for which the same case condition in the sub-algorithms would hold. Then one case of a
sub-algorithm is performed, with the set of adaptations that hold for that case. Since a synthesis is
performed, the good states and supervisor states can be changed, so it might be that there are now again
adaptations of type ∆◦. If there are more adaptations left, the aboved sequence is reiterated (so first
the adaptations in ∆◦ are applied, followed by adaptations in ∆×). [7]

2.5 Modification to grouped TSS algorithm

In the algorithm for a grouped TSS in [7], it is said that the algorithm should repeat from line 7-11 to
perform all atomic adaptations in ∆◦. However, it is not needed to repeat over this since all atomic
adaptations in ∆◦ are performed after the first iteration. This is because the atomic adaptations in ∆◦

will not affect the good states and supervisor states. The changed algorithm for a grouped TSS is given
in Algorithm 2.5.

Algorithm 2.5 Grouped transformational supervisor synthesis (GTSS)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, Xm, X0), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, model delta ∆A→A′ = (X+, X−,Σ+,Σ−,−→+,−→−, X+

0 , X
−
0 , X

+
m, X

−
m)

Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y ′,Σ′,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m), good states G′, variant automaton
A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0, X ′m)

1: i = 0
2: S0 = (Y,Σ ∪ Σ+,−→S , Y0, Ym)
3: A0 = (X ∪X+,Σ ∪ Σ+,−→, X0, Xm)
4: G0 = G
5: A′ = (X ∪X+,Σ ∪ Σ+, (−→ ∪ −→+)\ −→−, (X0 ∪X+

0 ) \X−0 , (Xm ∪X+
m) \X−m)

6: repeat
7: Compute ∆Ai→A′

8: Compute (Si+1, Gi+1, Ai+1) by iteratively applying all atomic adaptations of type ∆◦

9: i = i+ 1
10: Compute (Si+1, Gi+1, Ai+1) by applying a set of adaptations ∆∼ in ∆Ai→A′ at once
11: i = i+ 1
12: until Ai == A′

13: S′ = (Y i,Σi \ Σ−,−→i
S , Y

i
0 , Y

i
m)

14: A′ = (X ′ \X−,Σ′ \ Σ−,−→′, X ′0, X ′m)
15: G′ = Gi
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3 Implementation of the TSS algorithm in CIF

In this chapter, the implementation of the TSS algorithm in CIF is discussed. The data-based synthesis
algorithm is used as supervisor synthesis algorithm [8]. This algorithm uses BDDs to calculate a su-
pervisor. A BDD is a data structure that is used to represent a boolean function [9]. All states in the
system have their own BDD, and a set of states is represented by the combination of their BDDs.

The TSS algorithm has to be translated to a symbolic synthesis algorithm. This translation is first
discussed in Section 3.1. Since the TSS algorithm uses results from the supervisor synthesis algorithm,
these results have to be saved. These options are discussed in Section 3.2. To implement the model
delta, either the base and variant model can be used to calculate the difference, or the base model and
adaptations to this model can be given. The pros and cons of these options are discussed in Section
3.3. Due to the implementation of the model delta, an extra measure for removing transitions has to be
taken into account, which is discussed in Section 3.4. At last, the implementation of the iterative and
grouped transformational supervisor synthesis algorithm is discussed in Section 3.5.

3.1 Translation of TSS algorithm to a symbolic synthesis algorithm

A BDD is a data structure with true and false paths to represent a boolean function. An example of a
BDD is given in Figure 3.1. In this BDD, there are four different paths of which three of them lead to
“true” (1) and one of them leads to “false” (0). The numbers in the circles define the level of the BDD.
This BDD represents the supervisor of the automaton as given in Figure 3.2. The BDD index refers to a
state as follows; Binary number 00 is ‘0’ and therefore refers to the first called location in an automaton
(S0). Binary number 01 is ‘1’ and therefore refers to the second called location in an automaton (S1),
binary number 10 is ‘2’ and therefore refers to the third called location in an automaton (S2), and so
on. The supervisor of the automaton consists of locations S0, S1 and S2. Location S3 is not reachable
and is therefore not a supervisor state, so this path leads to 0 (“false”) and the other paths lead to 1
(“true”). If the plant automaton or good states of this example have to be represented in the BDD, the
first path (1-1) should also lead to 1 (“true”).

Figure 3.1: An example of a Binary De-
cision Diagram.

S0 S1 S2

S3

a

b

c

d

Figure 3.2: Automaton that behaves as
given in the BDD in Figure 3.1.

The main question in this section is how the TSS algorithm can be translated to a BDD-based (symbolic)
algorithm. How do you know if a state that gets a marked property is a supervisor state, or not? How
do you know if the origin state of an added transition is a supervisor state, good state or plant state?
How can a Backward Reachable Search be started with both the supervisor states and the marked states
be the states from which the BRS has to be applied? All of this will be computed using BDD functions,
since every state and combination of states have their own BDD.

First an example of how one can know if a state that gets a marked property is a supervisor state or not
is shown. The automaton in Figure 3.2 is used, where states S0, S1 and S2 are supervisor states, S0 -
S3 are good states and plant states, and S1 is a marked state. If state S2 gets a marked property, it can
be shown that this state is part of the supervisor states with the BDD function “and”. This function
needs two BDDs as input and gives the BDD that is present in both input BDDs as output - or an empty
output if there are no states present in both input BDDs. In this example, it gives state S2 as output. In
Figure 3.3 a visualization of the “and” function is shown, where the black part is the result of the “and”
function with as input the “Supervisor states” and “Added marked states”. Since the “and”-function
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always gives an output (either a BDD if there is an overlapping BDD or an empty output if not), this
output has to be checked. Therefore the function “isZero” is used. As input, the resulting BDD from the
“and”-function is used, and as output this function gives either “true” if this output is empty or “false”
if there is an overlapping BDD. In the example as given, state S2 was part of the supervisor so this is
the overlapping state, and with the “isZero” function it gets clear that there is an overlapping state so
that the added marked state is indeed part of the supervisor states.

Another BDD function that is used is the “or”-function. This function also needs two BDDs as input,
but gives all BDDs that are overlapping and not overlapping as output. For the example with added
marked states and supervisor states, all states are present in the output. This is also visualized in Figure
3.3.

Figure 3.3: Example of BDD functions “and” and “or”.

The different BDD functions that are used, are given for the corresponding function in the algorithm in
Table 3.1. Here the variables “BDD1” and “BDD2” are BDDs that represent a set of states. Only the
third function, BDD1\BDD2, is not commutative, so here the sequence of the sets of states matter.
Furthermore, in the fourth and fifth function the “and” function gives the overlapping states as output.
This means that it can be that part of the states in “BDD1” are present in part of the states in “BDD2”,
and then these overlapping states are given as output. With the current implementation of the model
delta (as will be discussed in Section 3.3) this is not a problem.

Table 3.1: BDD functions that are used.

Function in algorithm Meaning BDD function
BDD1∩BDD2 Set intersection BDD1.and(BDD2)
BDD1∪BDD2 Set union BDD1.or(BDD2)
BDD1\BDD2 Set difference BDD1.and(BDD2.not)
BDD1∈BDD2 Set element BDD1.and(BDD2).isZero == false
BDD1/∈BDD2 Not a set element BDD1.and(BDD2).isZero == true

In the TSS algorithms, sometimes a BRS, FRS or SS has to be executed where the predicate for the
starting states is different than usual (normally a BRS starts from marked states and a FRS starts from
initial states, as mentioned in Chapter 2.1). For example, supervisor states are sometimes added to the
predicate for the starting states, so that the computational effort decreases. For a BRS or FRS, these
predicates for the starting states can be given as input when this algorithm is started. For a SS, these
predicates cannot be given as input, but the initial states and marked states are used as starting states
for respectively FRS and BRS. To trigger this algorithm to add supervisor states as starting states if
needed, the real initial states and marked states are copied so that it is now possible to change the start-
ing points. The copied initial states and marked states are after synthesis used to correct the adapted
initial and marked states (where the supervisor states were added).

Another mathematical method that is used in the TSS algorithms is the Cartesian product. This method
is used to add or remove transitions in the variant supervisor (“−→∩(Y ′×Σ×Y ′)”, for example). However,
the data-based synthesis does not add or remove transitions between states by itself. It only saves the
set of states that are supervisor states, and add all transitions that are possible between these states.
Therefore, the Cartesian product as it is used in the TSS algorithm is not implemented in CIF.
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3.2 Save results from supervisor synthesis algorithm

As given in the TSS sub-algorithms in Chapter 2 and Appendix B, the base automaton, good states and
base supervisor are some inputs to the TSS algorithm. These inputs are the result from the supervisor
synthesis on the base automaton. Therefore, these variables have to be saved in the SS algorithm so that
they can be used in the TSS algorithm. Because saving and loading of BDDs is not yet possible in CIF,
the TSS algorithm is executed right after the data-based supervisor synthesis. An option window for the
TSS algorithm is made, where it can be activated or not. This is not how the algorithm should work in
future, because the goal of the TSS algorithm is to reduce computational effort. If a supervisor synthesis
on the base model always has to be performed, it would be more efficient to just perform a new synthesis
on the variant model. However, if the synthesis result is saved, a supervisor synthesis on the base model
does not have to be performed again. So if the computational effort of the current implementation of
the TSS algorithm is promising, the BDDs of base automaton X, good states G and base supervisor S
have to be saved in the supervisor synthesis algorithm, so that they can be used as input for the TSS
algorithm. For now, it has to be taken into account that loading BDDs costs effort and thus this effort
has to be added to the computed computational effort for TSS. This will be discussed in Chapter 5.

3.3 Options for implementing model delta

There are two ways of implementing the model delta, and visualized in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Visualization of input and outputs to algorithms, with options for model delta.

First of all, the model delta can be calculated using the base and variant model as it gives the difference
between these models. However, to do so it has to be possible to give both the base model and variant
model as input in an algorithm that calculates the difference. Since it is not possible to save BDDs at
this moment, it is difficult to calculate these changes at this moment. Therefore, there is chosen that
the model delta will be given as input to the TSS algorithm. As mentioned in Chapter 3.2, the TSS
is implemented right after the data-based supervisor synthesis. This means that the base model is still
known by the algorithm as it does not have to be saved to a file. If the changes from base model to
variant model are given as input, the variant model can be generated.

The model delta can be given as input in the option window for TSS. If multiple elements have
to be added or removed, a “;” is used to separate the elements. A state is represented as
AutomatonName1.LocationNameX − AutomatonName2.LocationNameX, so an automaton and its
corresponding location are separated by a “.” and if the system consists of multiple automata the
automata are separated by a “-”. For all automata in the system the location has to be given because
the TSS algorithm works with the synchronous product of the system. For an added or removed
transition, which is a 3-tuple as explained in Chapter 2.2, the tuples are separated by a “,”. A string
of an added or removed transition can therefore look like this: AutomatonName1.LocationNameX −
AutomatonName2.LocationNameX, eventname,AutomatonName1.LocationNameY
− AutomatonName2.LocationNameX. The option window for TSS can be seen in Figure D.1 in
Appendix D, where some input examples are added.

As mentioned in Chapter 2.4, the TSS algorithm works with the synchronous product of the system.
This means that an adaptation to a single plant automaton has to be implemented as an adaptation in
the synchronous product. Therefore, the model delta has to know the specific states (combination of
locations) of adaptations. Every single state has to be mentioned separately since the different states
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can belong to different cases in the algorithm (some states are in Y, some states are in G). In practice,
this will lead to a very specific model delta, something that is not wanted since the user does not
know anything about the synchronous product of a system. For now this implementation is used to do
experiments on computational effort, but in the future this model delta has to be changed to a symbolic
input. This means that if a change in one automaton is made, this change can be used as model delta.
The model delta will then be a single location in one automaton, that can represent multiple states in
the synchronous product. The model delta cannot yet be changed to this symbolic input because of the
following problems:

• If a symbolic input of added and removed properties is used, this location in an automaton can
belong to multiple groups of states (supervisor state, good state, plant state) at the same time.
See for example the system in Figures 3.5 - 3.7. If location S1 in automaton B gets an initial
property, the states S0S1 and S1S1 have to get the initial property. State S0S1 is part of the
supervisor states, and state S1S1 is part of the good states. This problem can be solved with the
BDD function “and” as discussed in Chapter 3.1. With this function the states that get initial
properties and are part of the supervisor states can be separated from the states that get initial
properties and are part of the good states and not part of the supervisor states. One has to take into
account that these states that get initial properties cannot just be added to the set of initial states,
because then nothing is said about automaton A and thus state S1S1 will get the initial property,
even if location S1 in automaton A does not have an initial property. All states where automaton
B is in location S1 will get the initial property now, because the model delta implementation is
based on a synchronous product input. To solve this, one should save the initial locations of all
separate automata instead of the initial states in the synchronous product. The set of new initial
states can then be defined from the initial locations from the separate automata again, instead of
from the initial states.

S0 S1

when B.S0
a

when B.S0
b

Figure 3.5: Automaton A.

S0 S1

when A.S0
c

d

Figure 3.6: Automaton B.

S0S0 S1S0

S0S1 S1S1

a

b

cd d

Figure 3.7: Synchronous product of A and B.

• For added and removed transitions, more information is missing. If for example a transition e from
location S0 to S1 in automaton B in Figure 3.6 is added, in the synchronous product in Figure 3.7
two transitions have to be added: (S0S0, e1, S0S1) and (S1S0, e2, S1S1). Here the first transition
is from a supervisor state and to a supervisor state, and the second transition is from a supervisor
state to a good state. The transitions are visualized in the state space in Figure 3.8. Again, with
the BDD function “and” the origin and target states in Y and G can be found. The problem here
is that both origin states are part of Y, and therefore it is unknown what origin state belongs to
the target state in Y and what origin state belongs to the target state in G. If of both transitions
the origin and target states are not given explicitly in the model delta, the algorithm does not
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know that the origin state S0S0 belongs to the target state S0S1 and that the origin state S1S0
belongs to the target state S1S1, but it only knows that there are two origin states in Y (S0S0
and S1S0), one target state in Y (S0S1) and one target state in G (S1S1).

Figure 3.8: Visualization of the state space with added transitions (S0S0, e1, S0S1) and (S1S0, e2, S1S1) in
Figure 3.7.

The restrictions for the model delta as given in Chapter 2.2 can be given as input for the model delta.
The algorithm will reply with warnings if for example in the model delta in a state the marked property
has to be removed but in the base model this state is not a marked state.

3.4 Extra measure for removing transitions

If a system consists of multiple automata, it is possible that one transition in one automaton changes to
multiple transitions in the synchronous product of all automata. See the automata in Figure 3.9 and its
corresponding synchronous product in Figure 3.10. If transition (S0, a, S1) is removed in Automaton A,
it has to be removed in multiple adaptations since two transitions in the synchronous product have to
be removed:

• (S0S0, a, S1S0);

• (S0S1, a, S1S1).

S0 S1

a

b

S0 S1

c

d

Figure 3.9: Automata A and B.

S0S0 S1S0

S0S1 S1S1

a

b

cd cd

a

b

Figure 3.10: The synchronous product of
automata A and B.

However, if transition (S0S0, a, S1S0) is removed, the whole transition (S0, a, S1) will be removed be-
cause there is a transition with an overlapping origin and target state, and corresponding event name. To
deal with this, it is checked if the origin state and target state of the model delta are equal to the origin
state and target state of the transition. If so, the transition can be removed, and if not, the transition can
be removed but another transition is added with the other transitions than the transition as given in the
model delta. In the example: from transition (S0, a, S1), the first removed transition is (S0S0, a, S1S0).
Because the origin state and target state of the model delta (S0S0, a, S1S0) are not equal to the origin
state and target state of the transition (S0, a, S1), the transition (S0, a, S1) is removed, but all other
transitions than the transition in the model delta are added again: transition (S0S1, a, S1S1) is thus
added. Now for the second model delta (S0S1, a, S1S1), it can be obtained that the origin state and
target state are the same as the ones from the transition (S0S1, a, S1S1), and thus at this point the
transition can be removed.
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3.5 Implementation of iterative and grouped TSS algorithms

The iterative TSS algorithm is straightforwardly implemented as given in Chapter 2.4 [7]. For every
model delta, it is checked to what sub-algorithm and what case in that sub-algorithm it belongs. Then
the resulting sub-algorithm case is executed.

For the grouped TSS algorithm, the implementation is as given in Chapters 2.4 and 2.5. First, the new
events are added. Then there will be iterated over the list with model deltas ∆◦, where the cases that
do not require computation are executed (“case 1” corresponds to the first case in the algorithm, “case
2” corresponds to the second case in the algorithm, etc):

• Initial add case 1;

• Initial add case default;

• Initial remove case default;

• Marked add case 1;

• Transition add case 1;

• Transition add case default;

• Transition remove case default.

The sequence of these cases is not important since it will not affect the computation. When there is
iterated once over these algorithms, there are no model deltas in ∆◦ left. Then, the model deltas in ∆×

that do require a BRS, FRS or SS are partitioned into sets of atomic adaptations ∆∼ for which the same
case condition holds. Then, one case that requires a BRS, FRS or SS is performed with its model deltas
in ∆∼. The sequence of the ITSS algorithm is used to define what set of adaptations is applied first.
Here the sequence can have influence; Maybe if first transitions are removed and then transitions are
added, the good states or supervisor states can be changed so that for added transitions no computation
is needed anymore. This sequence is not researched, but the used sequence is given below:

1. Initial add case 2;

2. Initial remove case 1;

3. Marked add case default;

4. Marked remove case 1;

5. Marked remove case default;

6. Transition add case 2;

7. Transition add case 3;

8. Transition add case 4;

9. Transition remove case 1;

10. Transition remove case 2;

11. Transition remove case 3.

To execute this case as a group, the different states that belong to this group are combined in one BDD
so that all model deltas ∆× of one case are executed at the same time (for one BRS, FRS or SS instead
of that multiple BRS, FRS or SS are executed for one case). At last, the removed events are removed
from the alphabet.
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4 Verification of implementation in CIF

It has to be verified if the implementation of the TSS algorithm is correct. For this verification, different
examples for all different cases of the sub-algorithms are defined and executed. The examples of the
sub-algorithms itself are based on a single plant automaton and discussed in Section 4.1. Then, the
execution of the iterative and grouped TSS algorithm is tested and discussed in Section 4.2.

4.1 Verification of TSS sub-algorithms

For the verification of the TSS sub-algorithms for initial and marked properties, the automaton as given
in Figure 4.1 is used. The plant states, good states and supervisor states will be used to compare the
TSS output with the output of a new supervisor synthesis.

S0 S1 S2

S3S4

a b

cd

Figure 4.1: Automaton for verification of TSS sub-algorithms for initial and marked prop-
erties.

The verification results of the sub-algorithms are given in Table 4.1. Every row in this table is a new
experiment with the base model as given in Figure 4.1 as starting point, but for some tests an adaptation
in the base model is made (as given in the second column of the table). It can be obtained that the
results of the TSS output on the base model with model delta are the same as for the SS output on the
variant model, and thus that the implemented sub-algorithms for initial and marked properties work as
expected.

Table 4.1: Results of verification of the sub-algorithms for initial and marked properties.

Algorithm to test Adaptation in base model Model delta
SS output
(Base model)

TSS output
(Variant model)

SS output
(Variant model)

Added initial property
Case 1 (xδ ∈ Y )

Added initial: S1
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

Added initial property
Case 2 (xδ ∈ G \ Y )

Added initial: S4
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1, S4

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1, S4

Added initial property
Case default (xδ /∈ G)

Added initial: S2
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

Removed initial property
Case 1 (xδ ∈ Y )

Added initial: S4 Removed initial: S4
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1, S4

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

Removed initial property
Case default (xδ /∈ Y )

Added initial: S2 Removed initial: S2
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

Added marked property
Case 1 (xδ ∈ G)

Added marked: S0
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

Added marked property
Case default (xδ /∈ G)

Added marked: S3
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
Y : S0, S1, S2, S3

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
Y : S0, S1, S2, S3

Removed marked property
Case 1 (xδ /∈ Y )

Added marked: S4 Removed marked: S4
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

Removed marked property
Case default (xδ ∈ Y )

Added marked: S2 Removed marked: S2
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S2, S4
Y : S0, S1, S2

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
G: S0, S1, S4
Y : S0, S1
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For the verification of the TSS sub-algorithms for added and removed transitions, the automaton as given
in Figure 4.2 is used. The same method for verification is used, and again every row is a new experiment
with the base model as given in Figure 4.2 as starting point. The results can be seen in Table 4.2. The
SS output of the base model is the same for all tests since there are no adaptations in the base model:

• X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6

• G: S0, S1, S5, S6

• Y : S0, S1, S5

S0 S1 S2 S3

S4S5 S6

a

b

c

d

e

fg h
i

Figure 4.2: Automaton for verification of TSS sub-algorithms for added and removed
transitions.

From the results in Table 4.2 it can be concluded that the implemented sub-algorithms for added and
removed transitions work as expected.

Table 4.2: Results of verification of the sub-algorithms for added and removed transitions.

Algorithm to test Model delta
TSS output
(Variant model)

SS output
(Variant model)

Added transition
Case 1 (xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ Y )

Added transition: S1, a, S0
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S5

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S5

Added transition
Case 2 (xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ G \ Y )

Added transition: S1, i, S6
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S5, S6

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S5, S6

Added transition
Case 3 (xor ∈ G ∧ xtar ∈ X \G ∧ σ ∈ Σu)

Added transition: S5, d, S4
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S6
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S6
Y : S0, S1

Added transition
Case 4 (xor /∈ G)

Added transition: S4, a, S3
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5

Added transition
Case default

Added transition: S6, a, S5
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S5

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S5

Removed transition
Case 1 (xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ Y )

Removed transition: S5, g, S1
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S6
Y : S0, S1

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S6
Y : S0, S1

Removed transition
Case 2 (xor ∈ G \ Y ∧ xtar ∈ G)

Removed transition: S6, i, S1
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5
Y : S0, S1, S5

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5
Y : S0, S1, S5

Removed transition
Case 3 (xor /∈ G ∧ xtar /∈ G ∧ σ ∈ Σu)

Removed transition: S2, d, S3
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S2, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S2, S5

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S2, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S2, S5

Removed transition
Case default

Removed transition: S3, e, S2
X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S5

X: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
G: S0, S1, S5, S6
Y : S0, S1, S5
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4.2 Verification of iterative and grouped TSS algorithm

The iterative and grouped TSS algorithms are verified with the same method as in Chapter 4.1. Some-
thing that has to be noticed here, is that the iterative TSS algorithm can invoke other cases than the
grouped algorithm because of the different sequence of adaptations. However, the same examples are
used to verify the algorithms. The first base model is given in Figure 4.3.

S0 S1 S2

S3 S4S5S6

S7 S8 S9 S10

S11

a

b

c

d
e

f
g

h i

j k

l

Figure 4.3: Base model for verification of iterative and grouped TSS algorithm - auto-
maton 1.

Adaptations that are made to this model are:

• States that get an initial property: S1, S2 and S5;

• States where the initial property is removed: S0 and S3;

• States that get a marked property: S2 and S4;

• States where the marked property is removed: S1 and S8;

• Added transitions: (S0, b, S1), (S0, g, S6), (S2, k, S9), (S7, h, S0) and (S8, a, S9);

• Removed transitions: (S1, b, S0), (S4, e, S1), (S9, k, S10) and (S9, l, S11).

These adaptations lead to the variant model as given in Figure 4.4.

S0 S1 S2

S3 S4S5S6

S7 S8 S9 S10

S11
a, b c

df

g

h i

a, j

g

kh

Figure 4.4: Variant model for verification of iterative and grouped TSS algorithm - auto-
maton 1.
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The resulting good states of the variant model are S0, S4, S5, S6 and S7 and the resulting supervisor
states of the variant model are S0, S5, S6 and S7. These results are obtained from a new SS on
the variant model, and with both the ITSS and GTSS algorithm. The ITSS algorithm executed the
sub-algorithms in the sequence as given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Sequential adaptations for ITSS on base model as given in Figure 4.3.

Adaptation Algorithm case Required computation
Add initial S1 In Y (case 1) -
Add initial S2 Not in G (case default) -
Add initial S5 In G and not in Y (case 2) FRS
Remove initial S0 In Y (case 1) FRS
Remove initial S3 Not in Y (case default) -
Add marked S2 Not in G (case default) SS
Add marked S4 In G (case 1) -
Remove marked S1 In Y (case default) SS
Remove marked S8 Not in Y (case 1) BRS
Add transition S0, b, S1 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Add transition S0, g, S6 Origin state in Y and target state in G and not in Y (case 2) FRS
Add transition S2, k, S9 Origin state in G, target state in X and not in G and uncontrollable event (case 3) SS
Add transition S7, h, S0 Origin state in X and not in G (case 4) SS
Add transition S8, a, S9 (Case default) -
Remove transition S1, b, S0 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) SS
Remove transition S4, e, S1 (Case default) -
Remove transition S9, k, S10 Origin and target state both not in G and uncontrollable event (case 3) SS
Remove transition S9, l, S11 (Case default) -

For the GTSS algorithm, the sub-algorithms are executed in the sequence as given in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Sequential adaptations for GTSS on base model as given in Figure 4.3.

Adaptation Algorithm case Synthesis
Add initial S1 In Y (case 1) -
Add initial S2 Not in G (case default) -
Remove initial S3 Not in Y (case default) -
Add marked S4 In G (case 1) -
Add transition S0, b, S1 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Add transition S8, a, S9 (Case default) -
Remove transition S9, l, S11 (Case default) -
Add initial S5 In G and not in Y (case 2) FRS
Remove initial S0 In Y (case 1) FRS
Add marked S2 Not in G (case default) SS
Remove marked S8 Not in Y (case 1) BRS
Remove marked S1 In Y (case default) SS
Add transition S0, g, S6 Origin state in Y and target state in G and not in Y (case 2) FRS
Add transition S2, k, S9 Origin state in G, target state in X and not in G and uncontrollable event (case 3) SS
Add transition S7, h, S0 Origin state in X and not in G (case 4) SS
Remove transition S1, b, S0 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) SS
Remove transition S4, e, S1 (Case default) -
Remove transition S9, k, S10 Origin and target state both not in G and uncontrollable event (case 3) SS

For this base model and model delta, next to the different order of sub-algorithms, the only difference
between the ITSS and GTSS algorithm is that added transition (S2, k, S9) in the ITSS algorithm is
executed in the case for “Origin location in G and target location in X and not in G, and uncontrollable
event” (because S2 got the marked property earlier). In the GTSS algorithm, this transition is executed
in case default because S2 is not yet a marked state (there is synthesis needed if state S2 gets a
marked property, but no synthesis is needed for this added transition at this moment and therefore this
adaptation is performed first).
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Another base model is given in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Base model for verification of iterative and grouped TSS algorithm - auto-
maton 2.

Adaptations that are made to this model are:

• States that get an initial property: S1, S2, S4 and S5;

• States where the initial property is removed: S0 and S6;

• States that get a marked property: S1, S4 and S7;

• States where the marked property is removed: S0 and S10;

• Added transitions: (S0, b, S4), (S0, c, S5), (S7, i, S1) and (S1, d, S2);

• Removed transitions: (S3, e, S2), (S1, c, S2) and (S8, l, S9).

These adaptations lead to the variant model as given in Figure 4.6.

S0 S1 S2 S3
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Figure 4.6: Variant model for verification of iterative and grouped TSS algorithm - auto-
maton 2.

The resulting good states of the variant model are S0, S1, S2, S4-S8 and S10 and the resulting supervisor
states of the variant model are S0, S1, S2, S4, S5, S7 and S8. These results are obtained from a new
SS on the variant model, and with both the ITSS and GTSS algorithm. The ITSS algorithm executed
the sub-algorithms in the sequence as given in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Sequential adaptations for ITSS on base model as given in Figure 4.5.

Adaptation Algorithm case Required computation
Add initial S1 In Y (case 1) -
Add initial S2 In Y (case 1) -
Add initial S4 In G and not in Y (case 2) FRS
Add initial S5 In G and not in Y (case 2) FRS
Remove initial S0 In Y (case 1) FRS
Remove initial S6 In Y (case 1) FRS
Add marked S1 In G (case 1) -
Add marked S4 In G (case 1) -
Add marked S7 Not in G (case default) SS
Remove marked S0 In Y (case default) SS
Remove marked S10 Not in Y (case 1) BRS
Add transition S0, b, S4 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Add transition S0, c, S5 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Add transition S7, i, S1 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Add transition S1, d, S2 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Remove transition S3, e, S2 Origin state in G and not in Y and target state in G (case 2) BRS
Remove transition S1, c, S2 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) SS
Remove transition S8, l, S9 Origin and target state both not in G and uncontrollable event (case 3) SS

For the GTSS algorithm, the sub-algorithms are executed in the sequence as given in Table 4.6

Table 4.6: Sequential adaptations for GTSS on base model as given in Figure 4.5.

Adaptation Algorithm case Required computation
Add initial S1 In Y (case 1) -
Add initial S2 In Y (case 1) -
Add marked S1 In G (case 1) -
Add marked S4 In G (case 1) -
Add transition S1, d, S2 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Add initial S4 and S5 In G and not in Y (case 2) FRS
Add transition S0, b, S4 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Add transition S0, c, S5 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Remove initial S0 and S6 In Y (case 1) FRS
Add marked S7 Not in G (case default) SS
Add transition S7, i, S1 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) -
Remove marked S10 Not in Y (case 1) BRS
Remove marked S0 In Y (case default) SS
Remove transition S1, c, S2 Origin and target state both in Y (case 1) SS
Remove transition S3, e, S2 Origin state in G and not in Y and target state in G (case 2) BRS
Remove transition S8, l, S9 Origin and target state both not in G and uncontrollable event (case 3) SS

For this example, the operation of the GTSS gets clear. As explained in Chapters 2.4 and 3.5,
first all adaptations that do not require computation are performed. Then, one case that does need
a BRS, FRS or SS is performed with all adaptations that belong to this case as a group (added
initial state S4 and S5). Next, again the adaptations that do not require computation are performed,
followed by one case that does require computation. This is repeated until all adaptations are performed.
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To verify that the algorithm works on a system that consists of multiple automata, an example with
two automata is examined. The base model can be seen in Figure 4.7, with its synchronous product in
Figure 4.8.

S0 S1

S2
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b

S0 S1
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d

Figure 4.7: Automata A and B.
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Figure 4.8: The synchronous product of
automata A and B.

The following adaptations are made to this model:

• State that get a marked property: S1 in automaton A, and thus state S1S0 in the synchronous
product;

• Added transition (S0, b, S2) in automaton A, and thus added transitions (S0S0, b, S2S0),
(S0S1, b, A.S2S1).

The resulting good states and supervisor states are all states. This result is obtained from the ITSS
and GTSS algorithm, as well as from a new SS on the variant model.

Since both the ITSS and GTSS algorithms give the correct good states and supervisor automaton as
output and the process of the algorithms is as expected, it can be concluded that the algorithm gives
the right output.
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5 Efficiency of TSS algorithm

Now that the implementation of the TSS algorithm is finished, the efficiency of this algorithm compared
to a new supervisor synthesis (data-based supervisor synthesis) can be determined. First, the method
that is used to measure the efficiency is explained in Section 5.1. Because existing business models - that
are changed over time - are used to measure the efficiency, a process of how the TSS can be implemented
on these models - and its efficiency effects - are discussed in Section 5.2. At last, the results of applying
the TSS on existing business models are discussed in Section 5.3.

5.1 Method to measure efficiency

Space- and time complexity are typical metrics to define the computational effort of an algorithm [10].
In [2] peak used BDD nodes and BDD operation count are proposed metrics to quantitatively express
the space- and time effort required for supervisor synthesis. Since the TSS algorithm also uses BDDs
to symbolically represent the automata, these metrics can be used in this research. Peak used BDD
nodes define the maximum number of BDD nodes that are used. This metric is linked to the space
complexity of the system. BDD operation count is a metric that defines the number of steps/operations
of the algorithm. Since the algorithm is working with operations on BDDs, this metric shows a time
complexity. If more operations are executed, the BDD operation count increases, and thus it can be said
that more time is needed to execute the algorithm. Some advantages of these metrics over peak random
access memory and wall clock time are: [2]

• The peak used BDD nodes and BDD operation count are deterministic, so if a SS or TSS is
performed again with the same input and algorithm configuration, the result will be exactly the
same. This also holds if different platforms are used.

• There is no overhead in the measurement, loaded-in Java classes and other computer processes will
not influence the measurement.

The used BDD nodes and BDD operation count can also be combined. For every BDD operation count,
the used BDD nodes can be saved. The combination of used BDD nodes and BDD operation count are
used to determine the total energy of a synthesis. With the option continuous memory usage all BDD
operations with their corresponding used BDD nodes are saved. A graph with BDD operation count on
the horizontal axis and the used BDD nodes on the vertical axis can be made, where the surface area
underneath this graph shows the total energy of a synthesis.

In [2] the impact of variable- and event order on computational effort is researched. These orders either
have to be the same for a base model and variant model, or both models have to be optimized by testing
different orders.
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5.2 Process to apply TSS on existing models, with efficiency effects

Some adaptations to existing models have to be performed to make them able to work with the trans-
formational supervisor synthesis. The process that shows how TSS can be applied on the existing models
is given in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Process to apply TSS on existing models.

From this process, it can be obtained that a base model and a variant model is needed. The business
cases that are used, are changing models over time. The first version is the base model and an
updated version is the variant model. These models have to be plantified because otherwise adaptations
to requirements cannot be used in the current TSS implementation. Plantification means that the
requirement automata are rewritten to plant automata. If there are no uncontrollable events in the
requirement, the plantified requirement is the same. If there are uncontrollable transitions in the
requirement, then a dump-state is added in the plantified requirement, and uncontrollable transitions
are added from all states - except the origin state of the uncontrollable transition itself - to this dump
state. This plantification is needed, because now a CIF-to-CIF transformation is performed where the
linearized product of all automata is generated. With a plantified model as input for this CIF-to-CIF
transformation, the resulting automaton is a plant automaton. If this automaton is obtained for both
the base model and variant model, the differences can easily be obtained (unless it falls away due to
plantification) - also if events are shared by multiple automata in the base or variant model. From the
model delta that is known now, added automata and locations in the variant model have to added to
the plantified base model as dummies because it is not possible to add automata or locations after
the supervisor synthesis on the base model (the BDD domain can be affected). If a location has to
be added, this means that the location is added but that there are no transitions to and from this
location. If an automaton has to be added, this means that the automaton is added with one location
with the initial and marked property, and the other locations without initial and marked property (and
the automaton has no transitions). This will not affect the resulting good states and supervisor states
since no transitions from/to the added locations and automata are added. A supervisor synthesis is
performed on the adjusted base model, and then the TSS can be performed afterwards.

The plant states, good states and supervisor states have to be saved in the supervisor synthesis to
be able to perform a transformational supervisor synthesis. Saving of these states has influence on the
computational effort. Also the impact on the computational effort of working with plantified requirements
is measured. At last, the impact of adding locations and automata to the base model is measured (because
these cannot be added as model delta yet). The results for three use-case models from [11] and can be
seen in Figures 5.2 - 5.4.
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Figure 5.2: Computational effort of adaptations to the base model, for model B0 from [11]. The computational
effort of “SS with saving X, G and Y, on plantified model” is the same as the one of “SS with saving
X, G and Y, on adjusted model”.
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Figure 5.3: Computational effort of adaptations to the base model, for model D0 from [11].
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Figure 5.4: Computational effort of adaptations to the base model, for model E0 from [11]. The computational
effort of “SS with saving X, G and Y, on plantified model” is the same as the one of “SS with saving
X, G and Y, on adjusted model”.

Because there are no automata or locations added to the base model B0 compared to variant model
B1, the adjusted model is the same as the plantified model. Also for model E0 and E1 there are
no automata or locations added to the base model, and thus the adjusted model is the same as the
plantified model.

From these figures it gets clear that saving the plant states X, good states G and supervisor states S costs
effort, because the used BDD nodes (and thus the energy for synthesis) have increased. This is expected,
but has to be taken into account for the TSS. For models B0 and E0, the plantified model leads to
more BDD operations because there are more states in the system due to the dump states of plantified
requirements. This increase in BDD Operation Count leads to an increase of energy for synthesis.
However, for model D0 the energy for synthesis on the plantified model has decreased compared to the
energy for synthesis on the basic model. If the plantified model is adjusted (only in model D0), the
resulting system states have increased and thus the energy for performing SS has increased.
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5.3 Efficiency of TSS compared to a new SS

To measure the efficiency of TSS compared to a new SS, also the three use-case models from [11]
are used, starting with base model B0 and variant model B1. There is added one controllable event
event controllable and one transition (LocationA, event controllable, LocationB) in plant “EP2”. From
the linearized product it gets clear that this transition is not dependent on other plants. In the other
plants there are 34 locations in the 11 plants:

• 1 location in plant “B”.

• 1 location in plant “P1”.

• 2 locations in plant “P2”;

• 15 locations in plant “EP1”;

• 1 location in plant “R1”;

• 2 locations in plant “R2”;

• 2 locations in plant “R3’;

• 4 locations in plant “R4”;

• 4 locations in plant “R5”;

• 1 location in plant “R6”;

• 1 location in plant “R7”.

Since 2 × 15 × 2 × 2 × 4 × 4 equals 1920, there are 1920 added transitions in the synchronous product.
The base model only consists of 229 transitions, so the number of transitions is multiplied with a factor
10. The BDD operation count and peak used BDD nodes of the different experiments are given in Table
5.1.

Table 5.1: BDD operation count and peak used BDD nodes for base model B0 and variant model B1.

Experiment BDD operation count Peak used BDD nodes
SS base model with ITSS 4.31× 105 27,466
SS base model with GTSS 2.24× 105 39,747
SS variant model 9.68× 104 8,386

The computational effort of the TSS on the base model is compared with the computational effort of
the SS on the variant model, where the plant states, good states and supervisor states will not be saved.
The SS on the variant model without saving states is used because this is how the SS algorithm works
on its own, so this shows the real computational effort of this SS. As mentioned in Chapter 5.1, the peak
used BDD nodes, BDD operation count and the total energy for synthesis can be compared. Because
in the TSS also a SS on the base model is included, this SS part has to be subtracted from the total
surface area and the BDD operation count.

From Table 5.1 it can be obtained that the values for the ITSS and GTSS algorithms are higher than the
values for performing a new SS on variant model B1. Therefore, it can be concluded that performing a
SS on the variant model is more efficient for this model. If the ITSS and GTSS algorithm are compared,
it can be obtained that the BDD operation count for the ITSS is almost doubled compared to the BDD
operation count for the GTSS. However, the peak used BDD nodes for GTSS are higher than the peak
used BDD nodes for ITSS. Therefore it cannot yet be concluded that one of the algorithms is more
efficient.
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The computational effort of the grouped transformational supervisor synthesis on base model B0 is given
in Figure 5.5, where it is compared to the effort of a new supervisor synthesis on the variant model B1.
For the ITSS, the continuous memory usage cannot be computed due to memory problems.
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Figure 5.5: Computational effort of ITSS and GTSS on base model B0 and SS on variant model B1 from [11].

From Figure 5.5, the same result as from Table 5.1 can be obtained. In this figure it can clearly be seen
that the used BDD nodes significantly increase with GTSS. The surface area for the GTSS on the base
model compared to a new SS on the variant model has increased with a factor 11.

Now model B1 is used as base model and B2 is used as variant model. The model delta consists of:

• Added locations:

– LocationX;

– LocationY .

• Added controllable events:

– event controllable 1;

– event controllable 2.

• Added uncontrollable events:

– event uncontrollable 1;

– event uncontrollable 2;

– event uncontrollable 3;

– event uncontrollable 4;

– event uncontrollable 5;

– event uncontrollable 6.

• Added transitions in plant “EP2”:

– (LocationA, event controllable 1, LocationX);

– (LocationA, event controllable 2, LocationY );

– (LocationX, event uncontrollable 1, LocationA);

– (LocationX, event uncontrollable 2, LocationA);

– (LocationX, event a, LocationA) (where event a is an existing event);

– (LocationX, event b, LocationA) (where event b is an existing event);

– (LocationX, event c, LocationA) (where event c is an existing event);

– (LocationX, event d, LocationA) (where event d is an existing event);
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– (LocationY, event uncontrollable 3, LocationA);

– (LocationY, event uncontrollable 4, LocationA);

– (LocationY, event uncontrollable 5, LocationA);

– (LocationY, event uncontrollable 6, LocationA).

Since the added transitions are in the same automaton as for the model delta of B0 - B1, 1920 edges are
added for every transition. This means that 1920×12 = 23,040 transitions are added in the synchronous
product (compared to 230 transitions in the base model). The BDD operation count and peak used
BDD nodes of the different experiments are given in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: BDD operation count and peak used BDD nodes for base model B1 and variant model B2.

Experiment BDD operation count Peak used BDD nodes
SS base model with ITSS 5.60× 108 N/A
SS base model with GTSS 8.81× 105 107,740
SS variant model 1.07× 105 9,206

Again, it seems that performing a SS on the variant model is more efficient than performing a TSS
on the base model. The peak used BDD nodes for the ITSS algorithm cannot be computed due to
memory problems. However, it can be seen that the BDD operation count for ITSS has increased with
a factor 635 compared to the BDD operation count for GTSS. Since the peak used BDD nodes of a
GTSS increased with a factor 12 compared to the peak used BDD nodes of a SS on the variant model,
and the peak used BDD nodes for ITSS can never be less than those for SS on the variant model, it
seems that for this model the GTSS algorithm is more efficient than the ITSS algorithm. One has to
note that the peak used BDD nodes are linked to the space complexity of the system and that the BDD
operation count is linked to time complexity. Therefore, it can be that the metric peak used BDD nodes
is more important than the metric BDD operation count if computer processes are bigger issues than time.

The computational effort of the grouped transformational supervisor synthesis on base model B1 is given
in Figure 5.6, where it is compared to a new supervisor synthesis on the variant model B2. For the ITSS,
the continuous memory usage cannot be computed due to memory problems.
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Figure 5.6: Computational effort of ITSS and GTSS on base model B1 and SS on variant model B2 from [11].

From Figure 5.6, it can again be obtained that the used BDD nodes significantly increase with GTSS,
compared to a SS on the variant model. The surface area for the GTSS on the base model compared to
a new SS on the variant model has increased with a factor 156 now.
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Now model B2 is used as base model and B3 is used as variant model. The model delta consists of:

• Removed location: LocationY

• Removed event: event controllable 2

• Removed transitions in plant “EP2”:

– (LocationA, event controllable 2, LocationY );

– (LocationY, event uncontrollable 3, LocationA);

– (LocationY, event uncontrollable 4, LocationA);

– (LocationY, event uncontrollable 5, LocationA);

– (LocationY, event uncontrollable 6, LocationA);

In the synchronous product, 1920 × 5 = 9600 transitions are removed. The BDD operation count and
peak used BDD nodes of the different experiments are given in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: BDD operation count and peak used BDD nodes for base model B2 and variant model B3.

Experiment BDD operation count Peak used BDD nodes
SS base model with ITSS 14.9× 105 130,601
SS base model with GTSS 7.16× 105 188,053
SS variant model 9.34× 104 8,303

From this table, it can be concluded that again performing a SS on the variant model is more efficient
than performing a TSS. If the TSS methods are compared, it can be seen that the BDD operation count
for ITSS is doubled compared to the BDD operation count for GTSS, and that the peak used BDD
nodes for GTSS are increased with a factor 1.45 compared to the peak used BDD nodes for ITSS. If
both metrics have the same weight, it can be concluded that the GTSS algorithm is more efficient than
the ITSS algorithm, but as mentioned before it is logic that peak used BDD nodes are more important
than BDD operation count so then it cannot be concluded that the GTSS algorithm is more efficient
than the ITSS algorithm.

The computational effort of the GTSS on base model B2 is compared to the effort of a SS on the variant
model B3 in Figure 5.7. For the ITSS algorithm, the continuous memory usage cannot be computed due
to memory problems.
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Figure 5.7: Computational effort of GTSS on base model B2 and SS on variant model B3 from [11].

As can be seen, again the used BDD nodes of the GTSS algorithm are increased compared to the SS
algorithm on the variant model. The surface area for the GTSS on the base model compared to a new
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SS on the variant model has increased with a factor 177.

From the experiments it can be concluded that performing a new SS on the variant model is more
efficient than performing a TSS. This is due to the fact that the TSS algorithms work with an input
(model delta) based on the synchronous product, and therefore many calculations are needed. To improve
the computational effort of the TSS algorithms, an adaptation has to be made so that it works with
the symbolic input, where adaptations in single plants can be used as model delta. If this adaptation
is made, the number of adaptations in the model delta can significantly decrease (if one location in one
automaton gets a marked property, in the synchronous product this can lead to many added marked
states, for example). From the experiments it is difficult to tell if the GTSS algorithm is more efficient
than the ITSS algorithm. The BDD operation count for the GTSS is better than for the ITSS in all
cases, but it seems that the peak used BDD nodes for the ITSS algorithm is better than for the GTSS
algorithm. From the experiment on base model B1 and variant model B2, the BDD operation count
increased a lot so then the GTSS algorithm is probably more efficient (if computer processes are not a
problem), but for base model B0 and variant model B1 and base model B2 and variant model B3 the
difference between BDD operation count and peak used BDD nodes is limited, so then the metric peak
used BDD nodes can be assumed as more important since this metric about state complexity is more
important than time.
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6 Conclusions and recommendations

The industrial acceptance of supervisory control theory is scarce due to computational complexity
of synthesis, the state-space explosion is a limiting factor [3]. Therefore, supervisory controllers are
nowadays developed manually instead of using SCT where the supervisory controller can be generated
automatically from the uncontrolled behavior and requirements. In this research, a transformational
supervisor synthesis algorithm has been implemented and is tested on its computational effort compared
to a supervisor synthesis. The TSS algorithm can be used if adaptations to a system are made, then
it uses the old synthesis result and the changes between base and variant model as input. The TSS
algorithm performs the required computation for these adaptations, but will not automatically perform
a new SS. With the TSS algorithm, the goal is to decrease the computational effort compared to a SS.

First, the TSS algorithm is implemented in CIF. With this implementation, some sub-algorithms are
changed so that the algorithm works correctly and so that the algorithm is more efficient. Furthermore,
details on the implementation so that it works with binary decision diagrams and details on the model
delta (the difference between a base and variant model) are discussed. It is important that the model
delta in the used implementation is based on differences in the synchronous product of the base and
variant model.

The implementation has to be verified to make sure that the expected result is generated by the TSS
algorithm. Therefore, the good states and supervisor states of a TSS on a base model with a model
delta are compared to the good states and supervisor states of a SS on the variant model. Here it is
concluded that both the implementation of the different sub-algorithms for the different adaptations
and the implementation of an iterative and grouped treatment of model deltas are correct.

The efficiency of the TSS algorithm is then measured using BDD operation count and peak used BDD
nodes [2]. These metrics are used because both the SS and TSS algorithm use BDDs to perform the
synthesis. The metrics can be combined to get a value for the total energy for synthesis.

At last, it is concluded that performing a new SS on the variant model has better efficiency results than
performing a TSS on the base model with a model delta. The main reason why the TSS algorithms have
worse efficiency results is because the model delta is implemented based on the synchronous product.
For all experiments, the BDD operation count of the ITSS is higher than the BDD operation count of
the GTSS. However, the peak used BDD nodes of the GTSS are higher than the peak used BDD nodes
of the ITSS. Peak used BDD nodes are linked to space complexity and BDD operation count is linked
to computation time. Since the problem with SS is about state-space explosion, it can be said that
peak used BDD nodes are a more important metric than BDD operation count. Therefore, it cannot be
concluded that the GTSS algorithm has better efficiency results than the ITSS algorithm.

Recommendations for future research are given below:

• To increase the performance of the TSS algorithm, the implementation of the model delta has to
be changed to a symbolic or BDD input. With a symbolic input, a location of the automaton can
be used as input instead of the state in the synchronous product as it is now. For this symbolic
input, the problems as mentioned in Section 3.3 have to be solved. How the problem can be solved
for properties is already explained here, but to solve the problem for transitions more research
is needed. A BDD input of the model delta can also be used - especially if the model delta can
be generated automatically with an algorithm that determines the difference between a base and
variant model. To automatically find the differences between a base and variant model, the BDD
functions as described in Section 3.1 can be used. For example, added marked states from base
model B with marked states Bm to variant model V with marked states Vm can easily be found
with the function Vm.and(Bm.not), and removed marked states with the function Bm.and(Vm.not).
Then the location does not have to be transformed to a BDD as the BDD is the input of the model
delta now. The problem for this method is that it has to be possible to save the BDDs of the base
and variant model.

• In this research, a basic order is used to perform the model deltas, but the efficiency effect of
changing this order is not studied. The order can be changed in both the iterative and grouped
TSS. In the grouped TSS, only the order of the cases that require computation have to be researched
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because the order of cases that do not require computation do not influence the computation.

• If the TSS becomes more efficient than performing a SS on the variant model, the data-based
supervisor synthesis has to be changed so that it saves BDDs. The TSS has to be an algorithm on
its own then. Furthermore, more implementation options can be added:

– Make it possible to add locations or automata so that they do not have to be added as dummies
in the base model first;

– Make the TSS algorithm working with EFA instead of FSA.
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Appendices

A Supervisor synthesis algorithms

In this Appendix, the algorithms for supervisor synthesis are given. [7]

Algorithm A.1 Supervisor synthesis (SS)

Input: Automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm)
Output: SupervisorS=(Y,Σ,−→S ,Y0,Ym), good states G

1: k = 0, X0 = X,−→0=−→
2: repeat
3: Nk = BRS (Xk,Σ,−→k, Xk ∩Xm)
4: Bk = BRS (Xk,Σuc,−→k, Xk \Nk)
5: Xk+1 = Xk \Bk
6: −→k+1=−→k ∩(Xk+1 × Σ×Xk+1)
7: k = k + 1
8: until Xk == Xk−1

9: G = Xk

10: Y = FRS (Xk,Σ,−→k, X0 ∩Xk)
11: S = (Y,Σ,−→k ∩ (Y ×Σ×Y ), X0 ∩ Y,Xm ∩ Y )

Algorithm A.2 Backward Reachability Search (BRS)

Input: State set X, alphabet Σ, finite set of transitions −→, starting set Xα ⊆ X
Output: Transitive closure Xω of −→ on Xα using events in Σ, if −→ were reversed

1: i = 0, X0
ω = Xα

2: repeat
3: Xi+1

ω =Xi
ω∪{xor ∈X|xor

σ−−→xtar , xtar ∈Xi
ω, σ∈Σ}

4: i = i+ 1
5: until Xi

ω == Xi−1
ω

6: Xω = Xi
ω

Algorithm A.3 Forward Reachability Search (FRS)

Input: State set X, alphabet Σ, finite set of transitions −→, starting set Xα ⊆ X
Output: Transitive closure Xω of −→ on Xα using events in Σ

1: i = 0, X0
ω = Xα

2: repeat
3: Xi+1

ω =Xi
ω∪{xtar ∈X|xor

σ−−→xtar , xor ∈Xi
ω, σ∈Σ}

4: i = i+ 1
5: until Xi

ω == Xi−1
ω

6: Xω = Xi
ω
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B Transformational supervisor synthesis sub-algorithms

In this Appendix, the sub-algorithms for transformational supervisor synthesis that are not changed are
given. [7]

Algorithm B.1 Transformational supervisor synthesis for removed transition (TSSRT)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, removed transition (xor, σ, xtar)

Output: Variant supervisor S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m), good states G′

1: switch (xor, σ, xtar) do
2: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ Y do
3: (S′, G′)=SS ((G,Σ,−→\{(xor, σ, xtar)},Y0,Xm∩G))
4: case xor ∈ G \ Y ∧ xtar ∈ G do
5: S′ = S
6: G′ = BRS (G,Σ,−→ \{(xor, σ, xtar)}, Y ∪Xm)
7: case xor 6∈ G ∧ xtar 6∈ G ∧ σ ∈ Σu do
8: (S′′, G′)=SS ((X,Σ,−→\{(xor, σ, xtar)},Y ∪X0, G ∪Xm))
9: S′ = (Y ′′,Σ,−→′′S , X0 ∩ Y ′′, Xm ∩ Y ′′)

10: default do
11: S′ = S,G′ = G
12: end switch

Algorithm B.2 Transformational supervisor synthesis for added initial property (TSSAIP)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, state with added initial property xδ ∈ X+

0

Output: Variant supervisor S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m), good states G′

1: switch xδ do
2: case xδ ∈ Y do
3: S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0 ∪ {xδ}, Ym)
4: case xδ ∈ G \ Y do
5: Y ′ = FRS (G,Σ,−→, Y ∪ {xδ})
6: S′ = (Y ′,Σ,−→∩(Y ′×Σ×Y ′),(Y0 ∪ {xδ}) ∩ Y ′,Xm ∩ Y ′)
7: default do
8: S′ = S
9: end switch

10: G′ = G

Algorithm B.3 Transformational supervisor synthesis for removed initial property (TSSRIP)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, state with removed initial property xδ ∈ X−0

Output: Variant supervisor S′=(Y,Σ,−→S ,Y0, Ym), good states G′

1: switch xδ do
2: case xδ ∈ Y do
3: Y ′ = FRS (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0 \ {xδ})
4: S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→S∩(Y ′×Σ×Y ′),(Y0\ {xδ}) ∩ Y ′,Ym ∩ Y ′)
5: default do
6: S′ = S
7: end switch
8: G′ = G
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Algorithm B.4 Transformational supervisor synthesis for removed marked property (TSS-
RMP)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, state with removed marked property xδ ∈ X−m

Output: Variant supervisor S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m), good states G′

1: switch xδ do
2: case xδ 6∈ Y do
3: S′ = S
4: G′ = BRS (G,Σ,−→, (Y ∪Xm) \ {xδ})
5: default do
6: (S′, G′) = SS ((G,Σ,−→,X0 ∩G, (Xm ∩G) \ {xδ}))
7: end switch
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C Iterative TSS algorithm

In this Appendix, the algorithm for an iterative transformational supervisor synthesis is given. [7]

Algorithm C.1 Iterative transformational supervisor synthesis (ITSS)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym),
good states G, model delta ∆A→A′ = (X+, X−,Σ+,Σ−,−→+,−→−, X+

0 , X
−
0 , X

+
m, X

−
m)

Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y ′,Σ′,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m), good states G′, variant automaton
A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0, X ′m)

1: S′ = (Y,Σ ∪ Σ+,−→S , Y0, Ym)
2: A′ = (X ∪X+,Σ ∪ Σ+,−→, X0, Xm)
3: G′ = G
4: for all xδ ∈ X+

0 do
5: (S′, G′) = TSSAIP(A′, S′, G′, xδ)
6: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0 ∪ {xδ}, X ′m)
7: end for
8: for all xδ ∈ X−0 do
9: (S′, G′) = TSSRIP(A′, S′, G′, xδ)

10: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0 \ {xδ}, X ′m)
11: end for
12: for all xδ ∈ X+

m do
13: (S′, G′) = TSSAMP(A′, S′, G′, xδ)
14: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0, X ′m ∪ {xδ})
15: end for
16: for all xδ ∈ X−m do
17: (S′, G′) = TSSRMP(A′, S′, G′, xδ)
18: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0, X ′m \ {xδ})
19: end for
20: for all (xor, σ, xtar) ∈−→+ do
21: (S′, G′) = TSSAT (A′, S′, G′, (xor, σ, xtar))
22: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′ ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}, X ′0, X ′m)
23: end for
24: for all (xor, σ, xtar) ∈−→− do
25: (S′, G′) = TSSRT (A′, S′, G′, (xor, σ, xtar))
26: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′ \{(xor, σ, xtar)}, X ′0, X ′m)
27: end for
28: S′ = (Y ′,Σ′ \ Σ−,−→′S , Y ′0 , Y ′m)
29: A′ = (X ′ \X−,Σ′ \ Σ−,−→′, X ′0, X ′m)
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D Option window for TSS

In this Appendix, the option window for TSS is shown.

Figure D.1: The option window for TSS, with some input examples.
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